Abstract. The Information System (IS) developed for the analysis of pulsar timing data is described.
INTRODUCTION
The unusual properties of pulsars made them extremely interesting objects for many astronomers, both observers and theoreticians, which resulted in a rapid accumulation of observational data and their interpretation. Due to their high stability, pulsar periods can be used to solve many important problems in astrophysics and fundamental astrometry. Moreover, pulsars provide a unique possibility of generating a new astronomical scale of pulsar time, which is independent of the Atomic Time scale and comparable to it in stability over long time intervals. These results are based on a highly accurate phase analysis of the time of arrival (TOA) of pulses from reference pulsars performed at the main radio observatories of the world. In Russia, the Large Phased Array (LPA at Pushchino) and TNA-1500 (at Medvezh'i Ozerà and Kalyazin) radio telescopes are used fruitfully for pulsar observations. The Information System (IS) that can be used for all stages of pulsar timing analysis is under development.
STRUCTURE OF THE INFORMATION SYSTEM
The IS can be divided into the following five parts: (1) fundamental astronomical databases (DB); (2) developed programs for pulsar timing pre-observation, observations and data processing; (3) "short" astronomical databases adapted for the use with developed programs; (4) developed shells for convenient use of catalogs, transformation of coordinates and visualization of source positions; (5) primary and processed observational data files including TOA series for reference pulsars.
The IS contains the following fundamental databases: (a) the Princeton catalog of 706 pulsars, which includes a compilation of the principal observed parameters of pulsars; (b) Earth and planetary JPL ephemeris DE200/LE200; (c) catalogs of reference quasars: VLA, CRL, GB; (d) the CD-ROM "Selected Astronomical Catalogues" issued by the Astronomical Database Center (ADC, vols. 1 and 2).
The software includes a TIMAPR package for the elimination of systematic trends from TOA and for global fitting of timing parameters, a PHAS program for timing pre-observation, observation and monitoring during an observation run, a software package for timing pre-observation and observation of slow pulsars on meridian radio-telescopes (tobs and ssp programs), and a software package for timing data processing and archival, containing programs for reformatting and channel control of primary data, and for obtaining pulse profile and primary TOA.
The following databases were developed for the use of the software: pulsar.obs containing pulsar parameters in a specific format; pole.dat with instantaneous pole coordinates; TT to TB time transformation tables; meteorological data files containing information required for some kinds of data processing.
The following shells have been developed: pbd, a program that allows the convenient use of pulsar data stored in the Princeton catalog of pulsars; view, a program for visualization of current source positions; a shell for quick transformation of astronomical coordinates.
The IS contains data arrays related to: primary data of pulsar timing observations; pulsar profiles for every observation session; primary TOA files for every pulsar; post-fit TOA residuals for all observed pulsars (i.e., the timing results). All these files contain TOA series with the duration ranging from 3 to 17 years. 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE IS DATABASES
The Princeton catalog of pulsars gives parameters of 706 objects including binary pulsars and about 90 field pulsars. A software shell has been designed to work with the binary pulsar data file, to view the data in a multi-window mode and to sort them by the selected parameters. It is also possible to define functions of the initial parameters as new parameters (computed parameters), which can be then used for sorting, selecting, writing to a disk file, or modifying the intermediate binary catalog.
The DB tables for the time scales conversion (SERTTTB ASCII file) are calculated from an analytical equation for the TT-TB time conversion. The DB includes the coefficients of 127 terms of the equation and provides an accuracy of 10 ns.
The Earth and Planetary ephemerides DE200/LE200 (binary file eph. dan) contain the cartesian coordinates and velocities of the Earth, the Moon, planets and the nutation coefficients.
The DB of the Earth pole motion coordinates contains the data required for computing observer's position in geocentric coordinates (pole.dat ASCII file) and Χ, Y coordinates of the current Earth rotation pole.
The DB of observed data contains binary files recording the pulsar pulses as an arbitrary set of discrete counts written by channels (from 32 to 256). Part of the files have their headers (descriptors).
The DB of primary TOA data is an ASCII file with a header including the source name, the observatory code and its coordinates, the number of observations, the receiving frequency (in MHz) and a data list: Julian Days (MJD), TOA (in UTC, s), TOA error (in microseconds).
The DB of TOA residuals is an ASCII file containing the pulsar name, the date of observation, the topocentric TOA (in UTC), the
